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Keep area free from items to avoid
disturbance of the GPS signal

Mounting Instruction
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Hereby, Smarteq Wireless AB
declares that the radio equipment
type ‘Ant’ is in compliance with
Directive 2014/53/EU. The full text
of the EU declaration of conformity
is available at the following
internet address:
www.smarteq.com

For ANT - equipped with GNSS antenna functionality
For compliance with safety requirements for information and communication technology equipment according to EN 62368-1, the
following requirements shall be fulfilled:
Radiation from radio frequencies in the range 0 to 300 GHz is regulated by European Council Recommendation 1999/519/EC. The
connected equipment/radio device shall in combination with Ant comply to EN62368-1 Clause 10.Z1. Limitation of exposure of the
general public to electromagnetic fields. Compliance Assessment according to EN 62479 or EN 62311.
Connected equipment/radio device shall be voltage-, current- and power limited:
The voltage and the current connected to the coaxial connectors of the antennas in Ant shall be limited below ES- level of EN
62368-1:
- DC supply (phantom feed) voltage limited to max 6 V and current limited to max 100 mA.
- RF-signals limited to max 15 V r.m.s or 0.5 mA r.m.s
The power of the voltage and current connected to the coaxial connectors of the antennas in Ant shall be power limited below
PS1-level of EN 62368-1:
- Max 15 W d.c. or r.m.s.
The limitations of voltage, current, and power below ES1-level and PS1-level shall be fulfilled under; normal operating
conditions-, abnormal operating conditions-, and single fault condition in the equipment connected to Ant.
The connected equipment/radio device shall in combination with Ant comply to EN62368-1 Clause 5.4.5 Antenna terminal
insulation for outdoor antennas.
-To comply with this requirement the connected equipment including Ant could either be fully isolated or connected to earth
at one of the antenna terminals. Isolation between mains supply of the connected equipment to Ant and antenna terminals of
Ant shall withstand ESD of 10kV with the exception if one antenna terminal of the connected equipment is connected to
earth. If one antenna terminal is connected to earth there is no insulation requirement.
- The same requirement of insulation or connection to earth at one antenna terminal applies to external circuits- and
accessible circuits of the equipment connected to Ant.
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